INSTRUCTIONS FOR WET APPLICATION OF VINYL DECALS (STICKERS)
Best results will be obtained if the temperature is above 10 deg.C, if below this temperature heat up
the area with a hair dryer. It is ideal if application takes place in an enclosed, protected area, free
from wind and dust. If temperature is hot, it is best to move to a shaded area. The surface that the
vinyl is to be applied to must be thoroughly clean, removing all traces of dirt, grease and wax, There
must be no flaking on the surface. Do not use a petrol base cleaner. Clean surface thoroughly with a
mild detergent and dry with a lint free cloth, (paper towel or a microfibre cloth work well), Then clean
again using Isopropyl Alcohol, if not available you can use Methylated Sprits. Do not let the Alcohol
dry by evaporation but use a cloth or paper towel to dry, if necessary clean a small area at a time.
Tools Required- Squeegee, Cleaning Liquid, Lint Free cloth and a
Spray Bottle filled with water and 2-3 drops of detergent.
STEP 1:
After cleaning thoroughly wet the clean surface with prepared
water and detergent.

STEP 2:
Lay decal face down and slowly remove the backing paper from the decal,
keeping it flat the whole time. Make sure not to touch the adhesive of the decal.

STEP 3:
Thoroughly wet the adhesive surface of the decal with the detergent and water.

STEP 4:
Apply the wet decal to the wet surface and slide it into position

.

STEP 5:
Using the Squeegee, gently squeegee out from the centre, using overlapping
strokes to remove excess water from under the decal. Gently dry with a cloth.
Repeat this step several times until all excess water is removed.

STEP 6:
If the surface is glass, wait until surface is completely dry before removing
application paper (next day, or use hair dryer on surface) Once surface is dry
application paper can be removed. Gently peel back application paper from the
decal, ensuring it is not pulled "out" but instead pulled back on itself. If decal
should start to lift, re-apply and continue as before, leave for a longer time.
Once paper is removed resqueegee all edges and corners being careful not
to scratch the surface of the decal (we can supply a low friction squeege sleeve).
Decal will obtain maximum adhesion after 24-48 hours. Ideally decal should be requeegeed after 24 hours.
All water must be removed from under the decal or edge lifting may occur within around 6 months.

